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Central London’s Infrastructure Priorities

CHAIR’S
FOREWORD
Central London plays a vital role in the UK
economy. While just a small area geographically,
the 12 local authorities that make up the Central
London Forward sub-region account for almost
one in ten jobs across the UK. The capital’s
economy is inextricably linked to regional
economies across the UK, and it generates
a significant surplus to the Treasury, helping
to support investment in infrastructure and
public services across the whole of the UK.
A strong, sustainable and inclusive recovery from
the pandemic in central London will be vital to
driving the wider UK recovery, and to supporting
levelling up nationwide. But this recovery cannot
be taken for granted.
Central London’s future economic success
will be underpinned by strategic infrastructure.
Whether it is the bus, train, electric vehicle
or cycle lane that helps you get to work,
the full-fibre broadband that keeps you
connected, or the flood defences that protect
our homes and city centre, high quality
infrastructure both provides the foundations
for economic success, and ensures the city
is a great place to live.
The 12 local authorities that make up Central
London Forward have come together to
agree a shared set of infrastructure priorities.

This document both sets out these priority
projects and makes the case for investing
in infrastructure in central London, for the
benefit of the capital and the UK as a whole.
These priorities are shaped by two crises; one
that is hopefully coming to an end, and another
which is just starting.
First, while we are emerging from the COVID-19
crisis, its legacy will be with us for years to come.
From potentially lasting changes in how we
travel to work, to the increased need for
digital connectivity, we need to re-think what
infrastructure we need in the post-pandemic city.
Second, we are at the advent of another and
potentially much more serious crisis – the climate
emergency. The sheer scale and urgency of this
challenge demands significant investment in
infrastructure not only to help reduce emissions,
but to adapt to the challenges that global
warming will bring. We need to ensure that
in the next decade, the capital is both a net
zero city, and a climate resilient city.
Central London’s local authorities stand
ready to work in partnership with central
government and the Mayor of London
to unlock the investment we need to see
in the capital’s infrastructure.
Cllr Elizabeth Campbell
Chair, Central London Forward
Partnership Board
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WHO WE ARE
We work together with our member authorities
and with other stakeholders to support
inclusive and sustainable growth in central
London; so that our economy thrives, and
our residents benefit from the opportunities
this creates. CLF supports coordination and
collaboration across the sub-region, we conduct
research and help shape policy development,
and we manage large-scale employment and
skills programmes in central London.

Central London Forward (CLF) is a partnership
of the 12 central London local authorities.
We cover Camden, City of London, Hackney,
Haringey, Islington, Kensington and Chelsea,
Lambeth, Lewisham, Southwark, Tower Hamlets,
Wandsworth and Westminster.
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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
Central London’s economic success is vital to the
success of the wider UK. The capital is inextricably
connected to regional economies across the
country, and London is the UK’s shop window
to the world, drawing in visitors and investment.
The central London sub-region accounts for
over 3.5 million jobs, with the Central Activities
Zone alone generating 11% of national output.
When central London thrives, so does the rest
of the country.
Infrastructure plays a vital role in underpinning
central London’s economic success. Central
London’s infrastructure keeps the city and its
people connected and productive. Maintaining
modern and sustainable infrastructure will
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be vital to ensuring the capital remains both
a preeminent world city, an engine of growth
and a great place to live.
London’s infrastructure needs will be shaped
by two crises. The COVID-19 pandemic has hit
London hard. While the recovery is well underway,
the post-pandemic city will look very different
from what came before, with an increase in
hybrid working changing the way we move
around the city, and necessitating a renewed
requirement to focus on digital infrastructure.
The looming climate crisis demands urgent
action, both in terms of mitigation – such as
promoting active transport and public transport –
and in promoting resilience.

Central London Forward

Central London’s Infrastructure Priorities (CLIP)
sets out the shared infrastructure priorities of the
twelve central London boroughs. It identifies
the schemes we believe are essential to driving
growth, unlocking house building, and supporting
the transition to net zero in the post-pandemic
city. We highlight the following priority projects:

An active partnership between government,
the Mayor of London, local authorities and the
private sector can help deliver the modern and
sustainable infrastructure that we need. We set
out a series of options for funding central London’s
future infrastructure:
» Direct government investment – investment

» Digital connectivity – providing universal

»

»

»
»
»

»

»

full-fibre and wireless connectivity to drive
growth and make London a smart city.
Supporting active transport – improving public
realm and infrastructure to support walking
and cycling.
Climate change mitigation and resilience –
infrastructure that reduces the emissions that
drive climate change and helps the city
to adapt to its impact.
Upgrades to TfL’s bus fleet – improving reliability
and reducing emissions and pollution.
Upgrades to the London Underground and DLR –
improving reliability and increasing capacity.
Mainline station upgrades – delivering new
platforms and public realm to support the UK’s
largest train stations.
Bakerloo Line upgrade and extension –
expanding the underground network
to south-east London.
Crossrail 2 – a major new regional railway
for south-east England.

»

»

»

»

in infrastructure has the potential to
drive the recovery in the short-term and
boost the productive capacity of the
economy. With borrowing costs at historic
lows and strong returns on investment
in infrastructure, now is a good time for
government to invest.
Fiscal devolution – England remains a highly
centralised country. If government is not able
to invest directly, it should work with London
government to devolve fiscal powers to
the capital, allowing us to fund and deliver
the infrastructure we need.
Sustainable funding for TfL – the pandemic
has hit Transport for London’s (TfL) finances,
putting future investment at risk. Central
government and London government
need to work together to agree a fair and
sustainable funding package for TfL, to maintain
services and support future investment.
Developer contributions – Government should
ensure local authorities are able to use the
current planning obligation mechanisms
or the proposed new Infrastructure Levy
to secure sufficient developer contributions
to deliver the infrastructure needed.
Supporting private investment – much of
the infrastructure central London needs –
from full-fibre broadband to electric vehicle
charging points – will be delivered by the
private sector. Central government and
London government should work together
to ensure a supportive environment for
private investment in infrastructure.
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PART 1:
INTRODUCTION

Central London Forward

As with all major cities, central London’s
economic success is underpinned by
strategic infrastructure.
Central London’s infrastructure keeps the
city and its people moving, connected, and
productive. Ensuring London has modern,
accessible and sustainable infrastructure
is vital to making the capital a good place
to live, to ensuring the capital remains an
engine of growth, and to maintaining its
role as a global city.
Central London’s infrastructure has come
under increasing pressure in recent years owing
to the capital’s growth. This infrastructure played
a vital role during the pandemic; whether
that be the public transport network which
supported essential workers to travel to work
in central London, to the digital infrastructure
which enabled hundreds of thousands of other
Londoners to continue working from home and
access essential online services.
As we emerge from the pandemic, we have the
opportunity to reflect on what we want the city
to look like, and how strategic infrastructure could
help deliver a more inclusive and sustainable city.

Central London’s role in the UK economy
Central London’s economic success is vital not
just for the capital itself, but for the wider UK
economy too.
The sub-region accounted for 3.5 million jobs prior
to the pandemic (GLA, 2019), with the Central
Activity Zone alone generating 11% of national
output (ARUP, 2020).
London is a global city, which acts as the
UK’s shop window for the world attracting
millions of international visitors and significant
international investment. While London is globally
interconnected, it is also inextricably linked to
regional economies through domestic supply
chains. Every £1 of consumption in the capital
generates 24p of production elsewhere in the
UK (GLA Economics, 2020).
London’s economy generates a large surplus
to the Treasury, helping to power investment
in infrastructure and public services across the
UK. When the capital thrives, so does the rest
of the UK.

While London is a wealthy city with a dynamic
economy, it also suffers from significant poverty
and deprivation and it has been hit hardest
by the economic impact of COVID-19. On the
eve of the pandemic London had the highest
levels of poverty in the UK and seven of the
12 CLF boroughs were among the most deprived
20% nationally (JRF 2021).
Supporting a robust, inclusive and sustainable
recovery in central London would be good
for the capital, and for the rest of the UK.
London’s recovery will help drive the wider
national economic recovery and support the
government’s effort to level up livelihoods and
opportunities across the UK.

Central London’s infrastructure needs
post-COVID-19
The COVID-19 crisis has hit the capital hard.
London has seen more job losses and a larger
rise in unemployment than any other region or
nation across the UK (NOMIS, 2021). While the
recovery is underway, it is progressing more slowly
than elsewhere in the UK. London faces ongoing
headwinds, and it must not be taken for granted.
It is clear that the post-pandemic city will look
very different from London on the eve of the crisis.
This will have important implications for our future
infrastructure needs. A lasting change to working
patterns, with an increase in hybrid working, will
change both travel to work patterns and increase
the importance of digital connectivity.

Central London’s infrastructure needs
and the climate emergency
As we emerge from the pandemic, it is
increasingly clear that we are facing another
crisis – the climate emergency.
All 12 of the central London local authorities have
set ambitious net zero commitments, as has the
Mayor of London and central government.
Investing in infrastructure – whether it be
supporting active transport and public transport
or supporting the decarbonisation of vehicles
and buildings – will be vital to delivering on
these commitments.
In addition to mitigating climate change,
central London will also have to adapt to the
7
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impacts of it. Even if we deliver on our ambitious
targets, the world is likely to continue to warm
in the coming years, leading to an increase in
extreme weather events and a rise in sea levels.
Infrastructure will play a central role in ensuring
central London is resilient to these changes.

Central London’s Infrastructure Priorities
identifies strategically important, cross-borough
infrastructure projects.
We have divided the projects up into short-term
projects to support central London’s recovery, and
medium-term projects to invest in London’s future.

The importance of investing in infrastructure
Both central government, the Mayor of London,
and local authorities in central London want to
see a robust and inclusive recovery in the capital,
the delivery of more homes, and a transition
to net zero. Effective investment in infrastructure
can help deliver on all three of these objectives.
By working in partnership, we can help deliver
this investment.
The UK economy has been hit hard by the
COVID-19 crisis. But despite that – indeed
because of that – investing in infrastructure
should be a priority.
There is extensive evidence of the economic
benefits of investment in infrastructure. CBI
research shows that infrastructure investment
is a key enabler of economic growth, with every
£1 spent on construction activity generating
almost £3 in wider economic benefit (CBI, 2020).
Investment in infrastructure can generate
significant returns both in the short-term and
the long-term. Analysis by the International
Monetary Fund has shown that an increase
of 1 percentage point in GDP investment
spending raises productivity by 0.4 percent in
the same year, and by 1.5 percent after four
years. The same study found the boost in GDP
a country gets from increasing public investment
offsets the associated rise in debt, meaning
that debt to GDP rations do not rise as a result
of investment in infrastructure (IMF, 2014).

What type of infrastructure?
Infrastructure is defined as ‘the basic
physical and organisational structures
and facilities needed for the operation
of a society or enterprise’.
The scope of what counts as infrastructure
varies. Some definitions of infrastructure can
include social services – such as childcare,
schools, social care and health services.
This reflects both the importance of these
services to society functioning, and to
enabling people to work.
However, while social infrastructure is of
vital importance to communities in central
London, for the purposes of this work we
have followed the National Infrastructure
Commission’s definition of infrastructure.
This includes energy; transport; water and
wastewater; waste; flood risk management;
and digital communications.

In addition to highlighting the benefits of each
project, we have provided an assessment of the
funding status, using a ‘RAG’ rating:
» Red – project is not funded and unlikely to

come forward without significant investment;
» Amber – project is partially funded and / or

project requires intervention to keep on track;

Central London’s Infrastructure Priorities
Central London’s Infrastructure Priorities sets out
the key strategic physical infrastructure projects
that could most benefit London and the wider
UK as we emerge from the pandemic. Delivering
these projects will help drive growth, unlock
homes, and reduce emissions. They would
help make London a better place to live and
maintain our role as an economic powerhouse
and a world city.
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» Green – project is fully-funded, and delivery

is on track.

PART 2:
CENTRAL LONDON’S
INFRASTRUCTURE
PRIORITIES

Central London’s Infrastructure Priorities

SHORT-TERM PROJECTS
FOR LONDON’S RECOVERY
PROJECT 1:
DIGITAL CONNECTIVITY
Economic Housing
Benefits
Benefits

Green
Benefits

Funding
Status

In addition to infrastructure that supports mobility,
digital connectivity has become increasingly vital
for a dynamic economy and an inclusive society.
The pandemic forced millions of workers and
students to switch to remote working and remote
learning, testing London’s digital infrastructure like
never before. It also made clear the digital divide
and exclusion that many communities still face
in the capital. Even after the pandemic, there
will likely be higher levels of working from home
for the foreseeable future as many businesses
embrace hybrid working.
Despite the built-up nature of central London
there are many areas with poor digital
connectivity, or ‘not-spots’. In Westminster, only
88% of properties are connected to superfast
broadband – far below the UK average of 96%
(Ofcom, 2020). London stands far behind its
other global competitors in terms of full-fibre
connections, the fastest and most reliable
broadband technology, with just one in five
(21%) properties connected (GLA, 2021). Full-fibre
connectivity varies significantly within the capital,
from 56% in Westminster in 2020 to 3% in Haringey
(Ofcom, 2020). Low-income Londoner’s are
also less likely to have access to the internet
or a smartphone to access basic services.
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The government has set a target of ensuring
every home and business has access to
full-fibre and gigabit capable broadband
by 2025. Similarly, the Mayor of London’s has
committed to ensuring “every Londoner [has]
access to good connectivity, basic digital skills
and the device or support they need to be
online by 2025”.
TfL recently announced plans to deliver
high-speed mobile coverage across the
London underground network, helping to address
London’s most significant not-spot. As part of
this agreement, London’s underground tunnels
will be used to provide full-fibre connectivity
across the city, serving as a digital ‘backbone’
to improve connectivity.
Private investment is likely to fund much of the
rollout of fibre and wireless connectivity in central
London, but the government, the Mayor and
London boroughs can work together to support
a swift rollout, including ensuring a positive
regulatory and business environment.

Cost:
Much of the cost of the fibre rollout in the capital
will be covered by private providers. The GLA
Connected London Team has secured over £30m
of grant funding to help use TfL’s network of assets
to connect to public sector fibre sites.

Key Benefits:
» Continuous 5G compatible connection in

all London Underground tunnels and stations
by 2024
» Ultra-fast broadband has a positive impact
on firm productivity (Fabling et al, 2021)
» Tackling digital inequality – only 51%
of households earning between £6,000–£10,000
had home internet access (GLA, 2021)
» Investing in digital infrastructure in the capital
can help create jobs in the digital sector across
the UK

Central London Forward

PROJECT 2:
SUPPORTING ACTIVE TRANSPORT
Economic Housing
Benefits
Benefits

Green
Benefits

Funding
Status

In addition to high quality train, underground
and bus networks, infrastructure can also
play an important role in encouraging and
supporting active transport.
The Mayor of London and TfL’s Healthy
Streets approach aims to make London
greener and more accessible by supporting
a modal shift away from private vehicles, and
encouraging more Londoners to walk, cycle
and use public transport.

It is imperative to continue investing in active
travel and public transport – including through
the Healthy Streets Approach and Liveable
Neighbourhoods programme – in order to avoid
a car-led recovery from the pandemic and
promote active transport methods to support
the transition to net zero.
A high quality cycle network is vital to helping
cyclists feel safe and encouraging more people
to make the shift away from private vehicles. This
should include expanding the cycle network, so
that more people are able to use safe segregated
lanes, as well as improving cross-river cycling
connections and re-designing busy junctions.

Cost:
TfL’s 2019 business plan allocated £922m of capital
funding to Healthy Streets between 2020/21 and
24/25 (GLA, 2019).

Key Benefits:
TfL research shows that improvements to
infrastructure and the public realm in London’s
town centres and high streets to make areas
more attractive and accessible can lead to
a 93% increase in people walking (TFL, 2018). These
changes can also have a positive impact on high
streets, leading to more retail space being filled.

» £1.7bn saving in NHS treatment costs over

25 years if every Londoner walked or cycled
for 20 minutes a day (GLA, 2021)
» For every £1 spent on walking and cycling
£13 of benefits are returned to the economy
(TfL, 2019)
» Reductions in exposure to harmful air pollution
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PROJECT 3:
CLIMATE CHANGE
MITIGATION AND RESILIENCE
Economic Housing
Benefits
Benefits

Green
Benefits

Funding
Status

As we emerge from the pandemic, there is
a growing recognition of the scale and urgency
of the threat posed by the climate emergency.
All 12 central London local authorities
have ambitious targets to achieve net zero
carbon, as does the Mayor of London and
the UK government.
Investing in infrastructure will be vital both to
mitigation of and resilience to climate change.
Green infrastructure will be vital to reducing
emissions in central London. Whether it be
supporting active transport, improving public
transport, or decarbonising vehicles and
buildings, investment in infrastructure will be
needed to help us reduce our contribution
to climate change and to reach net zero.
However, even if we do achieve our net zero
ambitions, the world is likely to continue warming
in the coming years. This will bring numerous risks,
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including increased extreme weather events
such flooding and heat waves, as well as higher
sea levels.
Owing to the scale and urgency of the problem,
significant investment will be required from
central government, local government and
businesses, to support the transition to net zero
and adaptation to climate change. However,
many of these changes will bring significant
opportunities including new green jobs, and
improvements to air quality and the public
realm. Examples include:

Property Retrofit
London’s homes and workplaces are responsible
for 78% of the capital’s carbon emissions (GLA,
2021). In addition to ensuring high standards in
new build properties, retrofitting existing buildings
to improve insulation and decarbonise their
heating and hot water will be crucial to reaching
our net zero ambitions. London faces a particular
challenge here, given much of our housing stock
is privately rented, high-rise, or older with poor
energy efficiency. Retrofitting homes across
central London and the rest of the UK will require
very significant investment. However, it offers
the opportunity to substantially reduce carbon
emissions, create thousands of good quality
jobs in the capital and to improve the quality
of housing and tackle fuel poverty.

Central London Forward

Cost:
GLA estimate the capital cost of installing
the required number of energy efficiency
measures will total £10bn by 2050 across
London (GLA, 2018).

Electric Vehicle Charging Infrastructure
Road transport contributes a significant
proportion of London’s carbon emissions,
and nearly half of the capital’s air pollution.
TfL’s electric vehicle infrastructure delivery
plan outlines that, with an uptake of
electric vehicles in line with the Mayor’s
Transport Strategy, London would need around
50,000 electric vehicle charge points of different
types by 2025 (TFL, 2019). It will only be possible
to bring about a zero-carbon city by 2050 if all
vehicles have zero exhaust emissions by that date.

Cost:
An estimated £233 million – £371 million
of investment is required in London’s public
electric vehicle charging infrastructure
by 20251. This figure does not include the
investment required for private or home
charging infrastructure.

Flood Defences and SuDS
Climate change increases the risk of more
regular and damaging flooding due to increased
extreme rainfall and higher sea levels.
The Thames Barrier helps to protect more
than 1.4 million people and £320bn worth
of property and infrastructure from tidal flood
risk (Environment Agency, 2021). However this
asset and other flood barriers require careful
management and monitoring through the
Thames Estuary 2100 (TE2100) Plan as sea
levels rise.

also increase biodiversity, improve local air
pollution and public realm.

Cost:
The original TE2100 Plan estimated it would
cost £3.3bn to maintain and improve the current
flood defence system to 2050 (Environment
Agency, 2021).

London’s Sewers
Much of central London’s sewer network dates
back to the Victorian era. This network has
come under increasing pressure from a rising
population, increasing water use, and the
extreme rainfall incidences that will become
more common and severe with climate change.
The Thames Tideway Tunnel will upgrade part
of London’s sewer system to intercept, store and
ultimately transfer sewage waste away from
the River Thames during extreme downpour
events, in order to reduce the amount of sewage
discharged into the river.
We need to ensure continued investment
in maintaining and upgrading the sewer network
across London in order to prevent overflows.
Improvements in the sewer network – alongside
mitigation measures such as SuDS – will also
be necessary to reduce the risk of the surface
water flooding we have increasingly seen
in central London.

Cost:
£5bn in total (£3.8bn to complete tunnel,
with £1.1bn already spent in preparatory works)
(Thames Water, 2021).

Key Benefits:
» Retrofitting London’s homes could create

Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SuDS)
are localised green interventions which help
to store water and reduce the risk of surface
water flooding from extreme downpour
events. At present, London is particularly
susceptible to flash flooding due to the
dominance of non-permeable surfaces such
as roads, buildings and pavements. SuDS
are primarily a flood prevention tool, but

150,000 jobs over a decade (GLA, 2021)
» Transitioning to electric vehicles could

help tackle London’s toxic air pollution
» The TE2100 plan would continue to protect

1.4m people from the threat of flooding
» Allied with a nationwide green industrial

strategy, investing in installing heat pumps and
electric vehicle charging points in London will
help create jobs across the UK

1 This figure is based on TfL’s Electric Vehicle Infrastructure Delivery Plan modelling, whereby between 2,300–4,100 rapid
charge points and 33,700–47,500 fast and slow charge points will be required by 2025 (TfL, 2020), and at average
costs of £50,000 per rapid charging point and between £1,000 and £6,000 (average £3,500) for a slow or fast charging
point (TfL, 2019).
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PROJECT 4:
UPGRADES TO TfL’S BUS FLEET
Economic Housing
Benefits
Benefits

Green
Benefits

Funding
Status

Buses are the most used mode of public
transportation in London. TfL’s fleet of over
9,000 iconic red buses serve every corner
of London, with more than 2 billion journeys
per year.
Buses are particularly crucial in helping
low-income workers get to work, supporting
young people to access education, and
enabling elderly and disabled people to stay
mobile and connected. Bus use has rebounded
more rapidly than other public transport in
London following the pandemic, with use
approaching pre-pandemic levels.

Decarbonising London’s buses is also a key priority
for the capital. Buses contribute 10% of London’s
transport-related CO2 emissions (TfL, 2021), and
they are a major contributor to the capital’s poor
air quality, including through NOx and particulate
emissions. Decarbonising and electrifying
London’s buses and bus garages could help
improve local air quality – which would benefit
low-income Londoners in particular – and help
in the fight against climate change.
Investing in London’s buses would benefit both
the capital and the rest of the UK. More than half
of TfL’s new zero-emission fleet are procured within
the UK. Approximately 3,000 new jobs could be
created through investment in zero-emission bus
fleets (TfL, 2021).

Cost:
Maintaining investment in London’s buses
will require a £0.5bn investment. Further,
the electrification of TfL’s bus fleets by 2030
is expected to cost approximately £1bn (TfL, 2021).

Key Benefits:
London’s buses need to be constantly
maintained and updated in order to
ensure they remain fit for the road. A lack
of investment would mean a reduced number
of buses, decreased route frequencies,
greater over-crowding and a poor passenger
experience. This would disproportionately
impact low-income Londoners.
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» Electrifying London buses would reduce

CO2 emissions by 2.9 million tonnes
» Electrifying London buses would reduce

toxic air pollution in the capital
» 3,000 new jobs created across the UK

through manufacturing new zero emissions
buses for the capital

Central London Forward

PROJECT 5:
UPGRADES TO THE LONDON
UNDERGROUND AND DLR
Economic Housing
Benefits
Benefits

Green
Benefits

Funding
Status

A critical part of the London Underground’s
modernisation is ensuring that it’s stations and
trains are accessible to all that wish to use them.
Whilst new Underground assets have inclusivity
built-in, it is crucial that we continue to update
existing infrastructure, so London’s transport
network – and the wider city – is open to all.

Northern Line
The London Underground network is vital to
London’s connectivity, but it requires ongoing
investment and modernisation. Three lines
in particular require major renovation to not
only increase frequency and capacity on
the network, and therefore maintaining the
attractiveness of public transport, but also
to support regeneration and growth in key
Opportunity Areas across London.

The Northern Line is London’s busiest
underground line. A short extension of the
Northern Line from Kennington to Battersea
Power Station via Nine Elms opened in Autumn
2021. This extension has helped enable
thousands of homes on brownfield land
in one of London’s newest districts, supported
1,000 jobs and will generate up to £7.9bn
in wider economic benefits (Nine Elms
on the Southbank, 2021).
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The extension forms part of a wider investment
project aimed at reducing congestion and
increasing capacity on the busiest underground
line. Upgrades at Camden Town station could
help separate the branches of the Northern Line,
adding 25% more capacity through stations in
central and south London. This project has been
paused owing to the financial challenges caused
by the pandemic but should be prioritised as the
line will act as a key interchange between HS2,
Network Rail and Underground.

Piccadilly Line
The Piccadilly Line is a crucial link between
central London and the UK’s busiest airport.
The line is vital to the growth of the capital, with
TfL estimating that 10% of the growth forecast
in inner London taking place within 1km of the
Piccadilly Line. However, the trains operating on
the line are approaching 50 years old. They have
become increasingly unreliable and expensive
to maintain.
TfL is planning to introduce new trains on the
line which would improve reliability, train
frequency and capacity on the line. The new
trains would be more sustainable, reducing
energy consumption by as much as 20%.
The investment would have wider benefits for
the UK economy with the trains manufactured
in East Yorkshire creating 700 jobs in engineering
and manufacturing, and nearly 2,000 more jobs
created in the wider supply chain (TfL, 2021).
The financial challenge posed by the pandemic
has meant TfL are unable to commit to the
funding of signal upgrading on the Piccadilly
Line, a project which could increase capacity
by one third and allow for the reorganisation
of underground services on shared lines in west
London. Holborn station upgrades including
a new entrance and exit would be necessary
as part of this project as the station is frequently
forced to close due to overcrowding.

16

Docklands Light Railway (DLR)
The DLR provides a vital link between the City,
Canary Wharf, and the growth boroughs of east
London and beyond.
Planned upgrades to the DLR network include
replacing two-thirds of the existing rolling stock,
providing 10 more trains, and new signalling.
This would ensure the DLR is fit for the future, and
able to support continued growth in the east end.
In the long-term, extension of the DLR to
Thamesmead and Abbey Wood would
give opportunities to support the housing
and employment growth of an area
of relative deprivation.

Cost:
The Northern Line upgrade to separate the
line at Camden Town and increase capacity
is estimated to cost £0.6–1.3bn. The Piccadilly
signalling upgrade is estimated to cost £2.5bn.
The latest estimate for the improvements to
the DLR is estimated at approximately £0.9bn.

Key Benefits:
Northern Line
» Increase capacity 25%, enabling 20,000

additional passengers per hour
Piccadilly Line
» 25,000 new jobs in London and 20,000
new homes enabled
» Half of the new train fleet built in East Yorkshire
employing up to 700 people
Docklands Light Railway
» Support growth in six Opportunity Areas,
which together could deliver more than
124,000 homes and 200,000 jobs

Central London Forward

MEDIUM-TERM
PROJECTS TO INVEST
IN LONDON’S FUTURE

Much of the public realm surrounding
Waterloo station is traffic dominated
and unattractive for pedestrians, cyclists
and other users. A strategic re-design of the
roundabout, roads and surrounding public
realm at Waterloo will unlock and support
growth in the Opportunity Area as well
as improve local connectivity, particularly
towards South Bank.

PROJECT 6:
MAINLINE STATION
UPGRADES
Economic Housing
Benefits
Benefits

Green
Benefits

Funding
Status

HS2 and Euston Terminus
High Speed 2 (HS2) is a new high-speed railway
linking London to the midlands and north of
the UK, helping free up capacity, ease road
congestion and support jobs and homes across
the country.
In order to maximise the opportunities for HS2
in London, Euston station, the southern terminus
of the HS2 project must be re-developed.
Through increasing capacity, this would allow
for the connection of HS2, Network Rail, London
Underground, and the proposed Crossrail 2.
Eleven new dedicated platforms, a new
concourse and improvements to Underground
stations will facilitate not only the efficient
operations of HS2, but free up capacity
on local and regional services.

Cost:
The original estimated cost for Euston station’s
re-development was £1.65bn (DfT, 2020) however
cost pressures continue to increase on-site.
The road reconfiguration and public realm
projects at Waterloo have been identified as part
of TfL’s Healthy Streets programme and are
together estimated to cost approximately £60m.

Key Benefits:
» Euston Terminus – support the delivery of

2,200 homes, the opportunity for 16,000 new
jobs, and a 76% increase in peak-hour capacity
» Waterloo City Hub – Support the growth
and regeneration of Waterloo Opportunity
Area, with 15,000 jobs and 1,900 new homes
(TfL, 2018), along with a safer and healthier
environment for walking and cycling

HS2 will have substantial national benefits, and
the re-development of Euston will bring about
transformational change for central London,
creating new homes and jobs, as well as state
of the art public realm, community facilities
and open space. It must also benefit the local
communities that have been impacted by
HS2, including through the loss of 200 homes
and the potential displacement of 2,915 jobs
(Camden, 2021).

Waterloo City Hub
Waterloo station is Britain’s largest and
busiest train station, handling over 90 million
journeys pre-pandemic. It is a strategic
public transport interchange hub for rail,
Underground, bus services and walking and
cycling, and an immediate gateway to some
of central London’s most famous cultural and
historic attractions.
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PROJECT 7:
BAKERLOO LINE
UPGRADE AND EXTENSION
Economic Housing
Benefits
Benefits

Green
Benefits

Funding
Status

South-east London is poorly served by
the Underground network compared to the
rest of the capital.
The Bakerloo Line currently extends from Harrow
and Wealdstone in north-west London, through
central London to Elephant and Castle in
Southwark. An extension is proposed which would
lengthen the line into Lewisham via the Old Kent
Road and New Cross Gate, with a second phase
potentially stretching out beyond Lewisham to
Hayes and Beckenham Junction in the London
Borough of Bromley.
Alongside the extension, TfL is exploring an
upgrade of the line, which would deliver new
trains and signalling, and improvements to power,
track and stations, in order to improve capacity,
reliability and user experience. Some Bakerloo
Line trains are approaching 50 years old and
are the oldest stock in operation in the UK.

impact of the pandemic the project has been
delayed and delivery remains dependent upon
a viable financial package being put together.
Maintaining a commitment to this project will
be key to its delivery in the medium-term.
The Bakerloo Line extension and upgrade is less
costly than other extensions to the rail network,
but it offers significant economic, environmental
and housing benefits. An extension to the
Bakerloo Line through Southwark and Lewisham
would connect 10 of London’s Opportunity Areas
including Old Kent Road, New Cross, Lewisham
and Catford, and help to bring forward strategic
regeneration projects enabling the construction
of over 110,000 homes, many of which would
otherwise not be unlocked (Southwark and
Lewisham Councils, 2020). Extending the line
through Southwark and Lewisham would
improve connectivity and create 10,000 and
6,000 new jobs in the boroughs respectively.
Extending the Bakerloo Line could also support
the re-development of Waterloo station, Europe’s
busiest train station, and unlock considerable
growth opportunities around the station.

Cost:
Extending the Bakerloo Line to Lewisham
is estimated to cost between £4.7bn and £7.9bn
(TfL, 2019).

Key Benefits:
» £8.2bn direct benefit over 10 years to the local

Safeguarding directions were handed down
in March 2021 for the land required for the
extension, however, owing to the financial
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economies of Southwark and Lewisham
» Unlock 100,000 new homes across London
» Support the delivery of 130,000 new jobs

Central London Forward

PROJECT 8:
CROSSRAIL 2
Economic Housing
Benefits
Benefits

Green
Benefits

Funding
Status

Crossrail 2 is a proposed new regional railway
in south-east England, linking the national rail
networks in Surrey and Hertfordshire via London.
It is a high-cost project, but one which could
have a transformative impact for London and
the south-east, and significant benefits for the
national economy.

railway link, Crossrail 2 would unlock around
200,000 new homes across the wider south-east,
an area of high housing demand and significant
affordability pressures (TfL 2016). Crossrail
2 could support regeneration in Haringey;
an area suffering from very high levels
of unemployment and poverty rates.
Through improving transport connections,
Crossrail 2 would remove 35,000 car journeys
and 340,000 car kilometres from the roads of
London and the south-east every day (TfL 2016).

Cost:
Crossrail 2 is estimated to cost £41.3bn
(GLA 2019).

Key Benefits:
Crossrail 2 is a long-discussed infrastructure
project which did have government and
TfL support pre-pandemic. In March 2016,
the National Infrastructure Commission said
that Crossrail 2 should be taken forward
“as a priority” and recommended that a Bill
should be introduced to Parliament by 2019
so that the line could open by 2033. However,
owing to the financial impacts of the pandemic
on TfL, the second emergency funding
agreement in October 2020 between the
government and TfL directed the organisation
to “prioritise safeguarding activity and bring
an orderly end to consultancy work as soon
as possible”. Maintaining a commitment to
developing this medium-term project remains
a key priority for central London.

» Enable around 200,000 new homes across

London and the south-east
» Support up to 200,000 new jobs when

operational, and 60,000 jobs across the UK
during construction
» Inject up to £150bn to the UK economy
» Remove 35,000 car journeys from our roads
every day

The new railway line would stop at key locations
throughout the city centre, including Euston
St Pancras and Victoria, as well as linking to
the wider UK Innovation Corridor northbound
towards Cambridge. It would help alleviate
congestion on the network, in particular around
Clapham Junction, and enable 270,000 more
people to access London at peak hours. More
than this though, the railway would provide
complementary spurs to the Crossrail project
as well as the national High Speed 2 project by
creating an interchange at Euston, an area of
significant growth and national importance in the
knowledge economy and biomedical sciences.
Crossrail 2 will provide up to 60,000 new jobs
during construction as well as 200,000 new jobs
once the line is operational (TfL 2016). Owing
to the wide geographic reach of the proposed
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PART 3:
FUNDING
AND DELIVERY
MECHANISMS
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Investing in central London’s infrastructure
will be vital to the future of the city.
Whether it be maintaining London’s role
as a preeminent world city and an engine
of growth or making London a better place for
the people who live, work and visit here, we need
to ensure we develop and maintain the modern
infrastructure that keeps London connected
and productive. Investing in central London’s
infrastructure will be crucial both to driving the
economic recovery, unlocking the delivery of
the new homes that we need, and supporting
the transition to net zero.
We need to see an active partnership between
central government, the Mayor of London, local
authorities and the private sector to deliver the
infrastructure that our city needs.

1. Direct government investment
There is a strong case for direct government
investment in infrastructure – both in the capital
and across the rest of the UK.
While public finances have come under
significant pressure as a result of the pandemic,
investing in infrastructure will be vital to supporting
a robust and sustainable recovery.
Investing in infrastructure can help to boost
growth in the short-term and build the productive
capacity of the economy in the medium- and
long-term. IMF analysis shows that across
a sample of advanced economies, an increase
of 1 percentage point of GDP in investment
spending, increased output by 0.4 percent in
the same year, and by 1.5 percent four years after
the investment. The boost to GDP that a country
receives from increasing public infrastructure
investment offsets the rise in debt, so that the
debt-to-GDP ratio does not rise (IMF, 2014).
The case for investment in infrastructure
is particularly strong at present. Investment
in infrastructure would help drive the recovery
from the economic crisis and support the
transition toward net zero. In addition,
with the cost of borrowing standing at
a near record low, the costs of investing
in infrastructure are historically low.

With a high potential benefit from investing
in infrastructure, and a low cost of servicing
debt, there is a strong case for central
government to borrow in order to invest
in infrastructure in central London and
across the UK.

2. Fiscal devolution
In recent years we have seen some welcome
progress in devolution within England. However,
when it comes to revenue raising and borrowing
powers, England remains highly centralised.
The GLA is largely reliant on grant funding from
central government, alongside some locally
raised revenue including the precept on council
tax. London’s local authorities had been largely
reliant on grant funding from central government
but are now increasingly reliant on council
tax and retained business rates for revenue.
The GLA and London’s local authorities have
significant constraints on their ability to borrow
(London Finance Commission, 2017). This means
that while the capital is a wealthy city, London’s
local government is limited in its ability to raise
revenue and invest in the infrastructure the
capital needs.
Should central government not be able to invest
in infrastructure in London, it should work with
London government to explore the potential
to devolve fiscal powers to the capital. This could
allow London to borrow in order to invest in the
infrastructure the capital needs, and to service
the debt through revenue raised locally.

3. Sustainable funding for Transport
for London (TfL)
In addition to running transport services, TfL
has responsibility for maintaining and investing
in much of the capital’s transport infrastructure.
In the years preceding the pandemic,
reductions in grant funding meant TfL had
become increasingly reliant on revenue raised
from passenger fares. The pandemic and the
lockdowns introduced to control it have had
a substantial impact on revenue for TfL and
for other transport operators across the UK.
As workers followed public health advice and
stayed home where possible, usage of London’s
public transport plummeted.
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While passenger numbers are increasing, they
remain significantly below pre-pandemic levels.
With many employees likely to continue to work
from home for some of the week, TfL will see
an impact on revenues for some time to come.
This poses challenges both to maintaining
sufficient transport to keep London moving,
and to funding the investment we need
in London’s transport infrastructure.

Working with local authorities, government
should re-consider the changes to developer
contributions proposed as part of the White Paper
reforms. The Infrastructure Levy must ensure that
local authorities are able to secure sufficient
contributions from developers in order to deliver
the local infrastructure that is needed in relation
to new developments.

Since the outbreak of the pandemic, central
government has stepped in with a succession
of short-term funding deals to enable TfL
to continue operating. Central government
and London government need to work together
to agree a fair and sustainable transport funding
package for TfL which maintains sufficient
levels of public transport and enables TfL
and London government to plan for the future.
Should government be unwilling to provide
grant funding for TfL, it should consider further
devolution of powers in order to enable the
capital to raise the revenue needed to fund
TfL (London First, 2021).

5. Supporting private investment

4. Developer contributions
Central London has seen significant
development in recent years. Developer
contributions – in the form of both Section
106 (s106) and the Community Infrastructure
Levy (CIL) – have played an important role
in delivering the infrastructure improvements
needed in order to both accommodate
new developments and benefit the
existing community.
The Government’s White Paper on planning
reform has set out plans to merge s106 and
CIL to form a single Infrastructure Levy.
The Infrastructure Levy would be a nationally
set levy rather than a locally negotiated rate.
The Infrastructure Levy would also be collected
on occupation rather than on commencement
of a development, which would place significant
financial risk on local authorities.
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Not all of London’s infrastructure needs will
be met by public sector investment. Private
investment will be crucial in delivering a wide
range of infrastructure from digital connectivity,
to electric vehicle charging infrastructure.
Central government should work with London
government and with the business community
to ensure a supportive environment for private
sector investment in infrastructure. This should
include both clearly articulating priorities
and the investment pipeline and ensuring
a supportive regulatory regime in order to give
investors confidence, as well as considering
how public investment can ‘crowd-in’ private
investment (CBI, 2020).
CLF and our member authorities are ready
to work with central government, the Mayor
of London, and other stakeholders to ensure
the delivery of these projects, and central
London’s wider infrastructure needs.

APPENDIX 1:
OTHER
SHORTLISTED
PROJECTS

Central London’s Infrastructure Priorities

Central London’s Infrastructure Priorities sets
out the shared infrastructure priorities of the
twelve central London boroughs, identifying
the schemes we believe are essential to
driving growth, unlocking house building,
and supporting the transition to net zero.

Cost: £25 million (40 new complementary stations
and the introduction of e-bikes) (TfL, 2021).

There are many more planned and/or proposed
infrastructure projects in central London which
would also be beneficial for both London and
the UK’s recovery and future growth. These were
all considered through this project, including the
following originally shortlisted alongside the CLIP
projects for detailed review with our boroughs:

More information on the project can
be found here on TfL’s website.

Elizabeth Line (Crossrail 1)
Description: The Crossrail project to deliver
the Elizabeth Line is nearing completion,
with an anticipated opening in Spring 2022.
The delivery of the Elizabeth Line is key to
encouraging more journeys to be taken by
public transport, decreasing journey times
and increasing mobility across London as
well as unlocking growth around stations
with improved connectivity.
Cost: £18.9bn (excluding new trains and depot)
(NAO, 2021).
Key benefits: Adds 10% to capacity of central
London’s rail network; Supports the delivery
of 90,000 new homes across the network;
Throughout lifetime of project, 55,000 full time
jobs across the country will be/are supported
(Crossrail, 2021).
More information on the project can be found
here on the Crossrail website.

Cycle Hire Scheme expansion
Description: The cycle hire scheme in London
has grown significantly since its inception in 2010,
with bikes hired more than 101 million times.
More than 750 docking stations span much of the
centre of the city, however there are large areas
of central London without ready access to the
cycle hire scheme, particularly south of the river
Thames and north of the Central Activities Zone.
Expanding the scheme would allow new stations
to be created and the roll-out of e-bikes.

Key benefits: Reduce car dependency and
air pollution; Reduce last-mile freight/delivery
van movement.

River service expansion
Description: Promoting safe and sustainable
growth of piers to make river services an integral
part of London’s public transport network and
supporting new piers in the east of the city.
Increasing the capacity of the river network for
freight handling should be prioritised to remove
HGVs from the road network.
Cost: Unknown at this stage.
Key benefits: Support the housing and
commercial growth in the east of the city; Embed
the Healthy Streets Framework to include ferry
services and piers; Remove HGVs from the road.
More information on the project can be
found here in TfL’s Pier Passenger Strategy.

Rotherhithe – Canary Wharf crossing
Description: There is a distinct lack of river
crossings for cyclists and pedestrians east of Tower
Bridge, restricting access to key destinations such
as Canary Wharf and the Isle of Dogs. TfL have
previously consulted on three potential crossing
options: a bridge, a tunnel and an enhanced
ferry service. Initially the preferred option was
a navigable bridge, but costs meant this project
was paused and consideration of an enhanced
ferry service is being made.
Cost: An enhanced ferry service would
cost approximately £75 million – £120 million
(net present value 2016 base year) (TfL, 2018).
Key benefits: A new river crossing for
pedestrians and cyclists, connecting
the two London Plan Opportunity Areas
of Canada Water and Canary Wharf.
More information on the project can be
found here on TfL’s website.
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Town/City Centre Regeneration Schemes
There are a number of holistic town/city centre
regeneration schemes which bring together
improvements to connectivity, upgrades to
public realm and opportunities for growth in
central London, with wider benefits to London
and the UK.

Vauxhall Town Centre
Removing and replacing Vauxhall Cross
gyratory will enable the realisation of a new
Vauxhall town centre, encouraging more
sustainable modes of travel and unlocking
investment opportunities. The project
is estimated to cost £54.8m and will directly
enable the consented Vauxhall Island site,
delivering a mixed-use development
of over 250 homes, office, hotel and retail
space alongside new and improved public
realm. More information on the project can
be found here on TfL’s website.

Wandsworth Town Centre
Decreasing traffic dominance in Wandsworth
town centre and re-designing the
Wandsworth one-way system will enable
the rejuvenation of the high street, freeing
up space for more sustainable modes
of public and active transportation and
improving public realm. It will also unlock
opportunities for new housing and commercial
developments on under-used land in the town
centre. More information on the project can
be found here on TfL’s website.

City of London’s Market
Co-Location Programme
Bringing together the three historic
wholesale food markets – Billingsgate
(fish), New Spitalfields (fruit & veg) and
Smithfield (meat) – to one co-located
site at Dagenham Dock in the LB Barking
& Dagenham whilst freeing up the existing
sites for approximately 4,000 new homes
and a further 2,700 indirectly and supporting
19,500 jobs. Releasing the existing sites for
other uses requires a new Act of Parliament.
More information on the project can be
found here on City of London’s website.

Lewisham Town Centre
Revitalising Lewisham town centre through
a number of interventions including new
housing and commercial opportunities
at Lewisham Gateway, Thurston Road
industrial estate and Lewisham shopping
centre as well as improving public realm and
increasing walking and cycling opportunities.
The town centre would also be boosted by
Lewisham station’s upgrade, required as it is
one of four of London’s Strategic Interchanges.
More information on the project can be
found here on Lewisham’s website.
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